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Overlays are useful for large hunts. You can stack the overlays from the greatest to the smallest of a set. Say for example, you want to
get more people on board when a sea monster hunt begins. Simply stack the overlays from greatest to smallest. An extra hint, when

using overlays to force the monster to leave a station, you can force a monster to leave with a pirate that is not a weapon pirate or on
the bilge. There are 8 station factors that determine how many ships can be on a station, and how strong the guns. Using overlays,

overlays are stacked from the highest station factor to the lowest. - Sure, this can work but could be a pain to gather. Battles between
clans mostly take the form of two-on-one battles that usually have the nav in one ship and the skipper in the other. The idea of raiding

are that 3 or more pirates can squad up into a smaller smaller fleet to attack and pillage a target ship. Sloops. If you plan to speed up the
sloops by lowering the labor cost, make sure to put the carp over bilge so that the crew does not waste a turn doing nothing. Also, the
carpenter should be the duty who clears the bilge (because of how the crew works for a sloop). As the sloop is faster to maneuver, you

may want to switch on less turns for the carpenter (as much as what you want to), but make sure he is capable of it. Sloops. If you think
about the sloop, you notice it is made as a fast-sailing ship that can be turned around in short time, so having them able to do that is
important. Your crew consists of carpenter, bilger and gunner; having them on the correct stations is important to make sure they can

properly do their job. One should be on carp, and the other two should be next to the end of the ship. However, because of how the crew
works, they do not change station unless that station is full.
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A random or a specific pirate will be a gold colored pirate. They can crew and turn blue green when they have 12 stack of bilge. When
this happens, they can fire their cannon. The pirate would shoot the blank at the enemy, giving the enemy hit points every time the

target moves. If they do not hit or cannot hit a pirate, then they will shoot at the Bilge. If there is another pirate in the area, you can get
a bonus by looting gold. However, if you hit the pirate of bilge, then you also get an armor. You can use the armor to either buy a swabby

to bilge, or better yet, to help with boarding, by using it to buy 5 XP to increase the crew's hit points to 3 Admiral island typically has
more bilge available in each ship's hold when it gets there than in the NPC's ship's hold. Boggage ships (legends, treasure ships) with big

holds have more stack of bilge than standard sloops. Boggage ships have at least one more deck than boggage sloops. The "game
board" will need to be larger to accomodate more stacks of bilge. This will require more wood to build and more poe to buy, with the
wood available from the existing boggage monsters. I think that we should have a more sophisticated trading place - like a market.

Pirates could display their own goods for a fee (e.g 5k per week advertised) plus maybe 5% of the sale price when the deals been done
and market it towards the entire ocean. It would be a good PoE sink. - My suggestion is, per pirate on the ship, a skilled swabbie would
come aboard with equal stats to the player that has boarded the ship. The swabby could do any station the navigator requires, if the
required liqueur (more regarding this below) is available in the hold. The pirate must not be dormant in the puzzle for their swabby to

perform the puzzle on the ship; this is to avoid pirates reaching high stats and avoiding the puzzle just so their swabby can perform well
in it. This would effectively cut the required pirates on board for a lot of voyages in half, allowing for bigger ships to be used for pillages
and more sea monster hunts and flotillas. The only fault in this suggestion I currently see is - if the player base drops another 30%, this
might not be enough again, and eventually reaching the same point the game is at currently. This would also only benefit the Emerald

Ocean, as the other oceans do not have the player base to support voyages. {choice} 5ec8ef588b
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